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About The Series

ARKO is a new sci-fi adventure series being released in early 2022. Written by young

adult author U.W. LEO, ARKO explores the journey and discovery made by a group

tween friends while on a trip the Yucatán with their parent scientists. As the world

dissolves into chaos, world powers go to war against the very thing trying to save it.

Critic Reviews

“An engaging tale of reemerging dinosaurs and superb tween heroes.”

- Kirkus Reviews

"...I give Arko a rating of 4 out of 4 stars . This book is delightful, subtly educative,

brilliantly written, and an absolute gem. There is no reason it should not receive a

perfect rating..."

- Online Book Club

ARKO: The Dark Union (Synopsis Options)

[Option 1 - Long]

A group of tweens unearth the most significant discovery in world history, designed

to save the human species...from itself.

When a group of five tween friends accompany their parent scientists on a research mission, they uncover

a 65 million-year-old find of inexplicable advanced technology.

Twelve-year-old Ariel Hyden and his friends accompany their parents, some of the world’s top scientists,

on a trip to the Yucatán where Dr. Hyden is conducting research for the Mexican government. On the

kids’ exploration of nearby old Mayan grounds, they discover an impossibly advanced structure hidden for

millions of years in the bowels of the earth that is responsible for the past—and future—of the world as

we know it.
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When Abigail, Ariel, Ben, Amir, and Gaia find a cave hidden by a mechanized stone door embedded in

limestone rock, the kids are shocked at what they find as they descend stairs leading them to an enormous

room. A cylindrical and metallic futuristic machine—which they dubbed the Lightrino—awaited them.

Upon entering the space age-like transport, the kids are brought to other gigantic rooms within the deep

cavernous chamber, what they find is nothing short of remarkable.

“They discovered aquariums in each of the rooms, inside which sat eggs of varying sizes and

textures. Others housed large, strange-looking reptiles, serpentine or fish-shaped creatures, or

bizarre lizards, some with beaks, horns, crests, and even teeth. The animals seemed healthy and

vital, except for the fact that they were in some sort of deep slumber.”

Informing their scientist parents of their discovery, a larger exploration uncovers strange structures with

metallic formations and complicated systems made of both biological and inorganic materials. But how

could this strange and unknown super-computer be sitting around for 65 million years, who built it, and

why? A daring plan is undertaken to find out.

When the scientists decide to remove some of the eggs—pterosaur eggs to be exact—and have them

hatch, they are unsure what they are getting themselves into. These are giant predators, and they have no

way of predicting their behavior. With a little engineering, the scientists are able to make a simple

alteration to the pterosaurs’ brains to control their capacity to communicate. Additional adjustments

enable the children to ride the flying pterosaurs, and they are astounded to find that the two species are

able to transmit thoughts to each other. And the mind-boggling revelation doesn’t end there.

The scientists theorize that the entity or being responsible for the advanced structure was a primordial

intelligence that had survived for tens of millions of years by being hidden away, deep inside an

unthinkably complex computer that it had built itself: essentially a computer that is running an neural

electric network of its own ancient brain. But why would it awaken now a�er all these years? Its

intentions have biblical and apocalyptic ramifications for humankind. A perilous mission has the children

and the scientists racing to find the answers. With federal officers, armed soldiers, and nefarious

individuals in pursuit, the tweens must be successful—the fate of the world is counting on them.

Middle-grade readers will love the fast-paced thrills, the fascinating scientific facts and human history,

the awareness of man-made ecological devastation, and the interplay of science fiction and reality in

Arko: The Dark Union. Author Uri Weinberg expertly writes an imaginative and speculative story that

proclaims the idea of a collective consciousness, a unity among all people that is essential for the

redemption of the world and humanity from its current destructive processes.



[Option 2 - Medium]

A group of tweens unearth the most significant discovery in world history, designed

to save the human species...from itself.

When a group of five tween friends accompany their parent scientists on a research mission, they uncover

a 65 million-year-old find of inexplicable advanced technology.

Twelve-year-old Ariel Hyden and his friends accompany their parents, some of the world’s top scientists,

on a trip to the Yucatán where Dr. Hyden is conducting research for the Mexican government. On the

kids’ exploration of nearby old Mayan grounds, they discover an impossibly advanced computer-like

structure hidden for millions of years in the bowels of the earth that is responsible for the past—and

future—of the world as we know it.

A perilous mission has the children and the scientists racing to find answers to the purpose of their

incredible discovery and who created it. With federal officers, armed soldiers, and nefarious individuals in

hot pursuit, the group must be successful—the fate of the world is counting on them. The kids soon learn

that the redemption of the world and humanity lies in faith and science.

With thought-transmitting abilities, an enigmatic entity buried for millions of years saving the human

species from self-inflicted extinction, hatching flying pterosaurs, and futuristic technology, Arko: The

Dark Union is a thought-provoking and realistic story steeped in scientific facts, speculating on

humanity’s ecological destruction and its survival.

[Option 3 - Short - tagline]

A:

When a group of tweens accompanies their scientist parents on a research mission in the

Yucatán, they unearth a 65 million-year-old find of inexplicable advanced technology designed

to save the human species...from itself.

B:

A group of tweens are guests on their parents’ scientific research mission in the Yucatán, where

they unearth a 65 million-year-old find designed to save the human species...from itself.



About The Author

Young adult author U.W. Leo was inspired as a young child to become a writer, having

spent much of his childhood with his uncle, David Shachar, a well-known Isaeli writer

and winner of the prestigious Prix Médicis award, a French literary award for fiction

writing. The seed for U.W. Leo’s writing passion was planted and grew as he continued

writing short stories, poems, and letters.

U.W. Leo’s new upper middle-grade / YA science fiction release, Arko: The Dark Union,

explores our world’s current environmental troubles and expresses the idea that science

is the tool to the redemption of the world and humanity. The story’s premise reveals that

children and adults from all cultures collaborate together across all boundaries of

religious or ethnic goals for the most important and common goal of saving our planet

and humanity.

An interesting experience that U.W. Leo has while writing is the feeling that the book is

writing itself as the story comes to life on its own, seemingly with no control from U.W.

Leo, and that the story is also writing a part of his own existence. He finds this process

to be magnificent and a true reflection of the wonder of life itself.

U.W. Leo’s story ideas, at times, simply emerge from him out of nowhere and yet other

times an observation of a situation in real life will further inspire his imagination. A

clinical psychologist by trade, U.W. Leo draws on his professional experience, at times,

for information for his books such as research on physics or biology topics. The content

he weaves into his books are grounded in scientific facts or theories, or from interviews

he conducts with people in the field.

Part of the adventure of writing has U.W. Leo traveling to some of the places that he

writes about in his books. For instance, a mention of a NASA lab in a book led him

traveling to one. This authenticity comes through in his writing. Other destinations in



his stories cannot be reached as they are thousands of light years away or deep within

the bowels of the Earth.

While writing science fiction novels, U.W. Leo was surprised how the field of quantum

physics is much stranger than he imagined. He thinks a great story is one that has an

engaging plot with surprising and believable characters that readers can relate to. U.W.

Leo hopes his young readers will not only enjoy his story, but also that their awareness

is heightened of the environmental challenges our society is facing and their critical

importance to the fate of our world.

When he isn’t writing captivating young adult stories, U.W. Leo enjoys learning new

things, reading, watching movies, and playing chess. One of his greatest pleasures is

simply having a chat and coffee with a friend or family member. U.W. Leo is also the

author of Red Silkworms, winner of the Ministry of Education’s Award for Emerging

Authors, and Days of Light and Shadow, both novels of fiction. U.W. Leo lives,

physically, near Jerusalem in Israel and, mentally, at Kepler 66, a planet 17,000

light-years from Earth.
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